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T
Taiwan Tech Ranked among
the World Top 100 in Social
SciencesTaiwan Tech

aiwan Tech ranks 81st among the
world’s top 100 universities in the
field of social sciences, the first
institution ever from Taiwan to make the
top 100 in that field.

Taiwan Tech attributed its first-ever
achievement in the globally-recognized
social sciences rankings largely to a
commanding 99.8 points it had earned in
citations.

The Times Higher Education(THE) put
the technical university at 81st in the field
of social sciences for its 2014-2015 World
University Rankings, which lists the top
100 universities across six subjects (arts
and humanities, clinical, pre-clinical
and health, life sciences and physical
sciences, engineering and technology,
and social sciences).

President Liao Ching-Jong noted that
although Taiwan Tech’s recognition as
an engineering-and technology-oriented
university has long kept out of the
limelight its strong performance in social
sciences, it has consistently improved in
the fields of business management and
digital-learning. Indeed, it has conducted
remarkable, seminal studies in the field
of digital-learning which boast a global
following.

The performance indicators for each
subject that the THE World University
Rankings employs are encapsulated in
five areas: teaching, research, citations,
international outlook, and industry
income. The first three areas account for
the highest percentage of the ranking
score, 30% each; whereas the other two
are worth 7.5% and 2.5%, respectively.

By ZHI-WEI XU, the Central News Agency

Focus Taiwan Tech

Managers Rate Taiwan Tech as 3rd
Most Favored EMBA University

“T

h e To p 3 , 0 0 0 C o m p a n y
Managers’ Choices of EMBA
Universities” lists the 10 best
institutions in Taiwan that provide an
EMBA program. This survey—having
been conducted for 13 consecutive
years by Cheers, a magazine devoted
exclusively to the topics of the workplace
a n d p ro fe ss i o n a l l i fe — a s k s a b o u t
3,000 managers from large firms to
rank EMBA schools based on the twin
criteria of “Willingness to Study” (or
“Recommended for Application”) and
“Appraisal of the University.” For the first
time, this year’s survey population has
been divided into those who are studying
or have studied in an EMBA program
and those who plan to study in such a
program.
Overall, the top 10 EMBA universities
of 2015 are National Taiwan University
(NTU), National Chengchi University
(NCCU), National Taiwan University
of Science and Technology (Taiwan
Tech), National Chiao Tung University
(NCTU), National Taipei University of
Technology (Taipei Tech), National Cheng

Kung University (NCKU), National Sun
Yat-sen University (NSYSU), National
Central University (NCU), National Tsing
Hua University (NTHU), and Feng Chia
University (FCU). For years, NTU and
NCCE have clinched the championship
and the runner-up spot, respectively.
Universities working closely with their
local industrial sectors, such as NCU and
FCU, also made the top ten. Technical
universities offering EMBA programs are
well-ranked too; Taiwan Tech leads them
with its ranking in 3rd place.
Although university prestige continues to
be a major factor in the selection of an
EMBA program, as the poll shows, the
integration of professional experience
and academic work carries increasing
weight. This growing trend can be seen in
the small differences between NTU and
NCCU across the 10 benchmarks of the
“Appraisal of the University” criterion.
NTU outperforms NCCU on “Prestige,”
“Opportunities for International
Exchange,” and “Quality of Graduates,”
while NCCU edges ahead on benchmarks
i n c l u d i n g “ R o le i n I n d u s t r y ” a n d

“Practical and Trend-Spotting Curricula.”
Technical universities also do well in the
overall rankings. Taiwan Tech and Taipei
Tech are both ranked among the top five,
thanks in particular to the high scores they
earn on the benchmarks of “Reputation
in Industry” and “Role in Industry.” This
suggests managers’ increasing interest
in an EMBA curriculum designed to yield
the synergy of theoretical and practical
knowledge that enables them to apply
what they have learned in class to the
development of solutions to industry
problems.
ETToday
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42 Indonesian Universities Come
to Taiwan for Higher Education
Summit

T

he 2014 Taiwan-Indonesia Higher
Education Summit was held in
Taiwan Tech yesterday. A total
o f m o re t h a n 2 0 0 Ta i w a n e s e a n d
Indonesian education officials and
university representatives participated
in this summit. Indonesia sent its
largest delegation of higher education
officials to date to Taiwan to discuss
education policies and universityindustry cooperation between the two
countries. Both sides have signed
a memorandum of cooperation,
enhancing substantive exchanges.
R e p re s e n t a t i ve s f ro m m o re t h a n
60 universities in Taiwan attended
the summit, including Taiwan Tech,
National Taipei University of Technology,
Tamkang University and more. A total of
65 delegates from Indonesia, including
those from 42 universities, attended
the forum. Indonesian higher education
officials in attendance included
delegates from the Directorate General
of Higher Education, the Council of
Rectors of Indonesian State Universities,
and top universities of Indonesia
such as Yogyakarta University, Bogor
Agricultural University, and Surabaya

Institute of Technology, among many
others.
Director General of International and
Cross Strait Education, Ministry of
Education, Yang Min-Ling said that
during the 2013-14 academic year, the
total number of Indonesian students
enrolled in short-term and degree
courses in Taiwan came to 2,183. This
makes Indonesia Taiwan’s fifth largest
source of international students.
Director General Yang also indicated
that Taiwan has a very strong higher
education system that is acknowledged
by Indonesia. Since 2012, the Indonesian
g o v e r n m e n t h a s r a n k e d Ta i w a n ,
Germany, Austria and New Zealand
as the 4 major priority countries
re co m m e n d e d fo r g ove r n m e n t supported Ph.D. students.
In order to attract more Indonesian
students to further their education
in Taiwan, Director General Yang
declared that after one year’s effort, the
application process for governmentsupported Indonesian students to study

in Taiwan has been simplified. The
Ministry of Foreign Affairs has agreed
to the procedures, and is now awaiting
approval from Indonesian officials.
The President of Taiwan Tech, Dr. Liao
Ching-Jong, stated that Taiwan Tech is
the university with the most Indonesian
students in Taiwan. An Indonesian
Culture Exhibition is held each year
to let these students feel the warmth
of their homeland. Courses are also
taught in English to help Indonesian
students establish a seamless
connection to their new learning
environment, thus cultivating many topperforming students. After graduating,
many of these students become the
best “ambassadors” for Taiwan and
Indonesia’s international relations.
The President of the Indonesian Student
Association in Taiwan Tech, Sabrina Wu
from the Graduate Institute of Chemical
Engineering, said that the learning
environment of Taiwan is modern and
rich in resources. In addition, since
Taiwan is also an Asian country, this
makes it easier to adapt to the culture
t h a n i n A m e r i c a n a n d E u ro p e a n
countries. Studying in Taiwan will also
be an advantage when students return
to Indonesia after graduation in search
of jobs.
The United Daily News

Head of Indonesian delegation Dr. Rochmat Wahab(left) presents
a gift to President of Taiwan Tech Dr. Liao, Ching-Jong(right).
Source of photo: Taiwan Tech
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exchange students in Czech Technical
University (Prague) and the University
of Kansas (United States), respectively.
These two students sent abroad from
Taiwan Tech spoke of their purposes
for applying, and their preparation
process, underlining that there are no
excuses, such as poor English, lack
of money, and not understanding the
application process, which should
become a stumbling block if one indeed
holds a strong ambition to study abroad.
Their lively speeches met with great
enthusiasm from the audience.

2014 Study Abroad Fair

I

n 2014, the number of exchange
students sent abroad by the National
Taiwan University of Science and
Technology reached the 100 milestone.
To encourage our students to apply for
exchange, the Office of International
Affairs holds a study abroad fair every
semester, in which exchange students
share their personal experiences to
help their fellow students understand
the good times and the challenges of
study abroad, in the hope that they, too,
would seize the opportunity to embark
on a similar adventurous journey to see
the world and get to know themselves
from a whole new perspective. After

all, acquiring international experience
is the key to being competitive on the
international stage.
The 2014 Fall Semester Study Abroad
Fair was held on December 12. Exchange
students from our sister schools such
as the University of Technology of Troyes
(France), and RWTH Aachen University
(Germany) were invited to the event to
share about school life on their home
campuses. In addition, senior student of
Applied Foreign Languages Peng WeiLing and Mechanical Engineering student
Yao Po-Jun shared their experiences as

In another featured presentation at the
fair, the director of the Pennsylvania
Office of Trade and Investment, Tsai
Yi-Ling, especially attended our event
to promote a double degree program
offered by Temple University in the
United States. Students with three years
of outstanding academic performance
in their bachelor’s degree program may
continue their education for two years in
Temple University, taking both bachelor’s

and master’s program courses, and
earn both a Taiwan Tech Bachelor’s
Degree and a Temple University Master’s
Degree. It is a very good opportunity for
Taiwan Tech students to invest in their
future. Another highlight of the day’s
activities was when retired professor
of the University of Taipei (formerly
Taipei Municipal College of Education),
Professor Shi Long-Min performed a
live demonstration of his outstanding
Chinese calligraphy skills, leading
our incoming exchange students from
around the world to admire the beauty of
Chinese calligraphy by giving it a try.
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She observed the aquaponics facility at
the management building, where grass
carp and multi-colored carp are raised
in the first-floor garden courtyard, with
the ammonia in the waste produced by
the fish converted to nitrates in the pond
water, which is then piped up to the
building’s roof to be used in watering the
plants being cultivated there. The plant
roots then filter the water, which after this
cleansing is returned to the fish ponds, in
a mutually beneficial continuous cycle.

Jane Goodall Observes Taiwan
Tech’s Aquaponics During Tour in
Taiwan

J

ane Goodall made her fourth visit
to Taiwan Tech during her latest
stay in Taiwan. The conservationist
once more planted a symbolic
liquidambar tree, which represents
care for the environment and hope,
and also observed the multi-functional
a q u a p o n i c s fa c i l i t y o n ca m p u s . A
concert was held in the gymnasium to
celebrate her birthday, featuring singersongwriters Deserts Xuan, Biung and Lin
Sheng Xiang, who enabled her to enjoy a
cultural feast blending nature and music

presented by the youth of Taiwan.
President Ching-Jong Liao stated that
there is a bond between Jane Goodall
and Taiwan Tech, for not only was she
awarded an honorary degree, but she
also planted trees on campus in 2001
and 2008, and a public art installation
on campus called “Love of Earth” was
dedicated in her honor to promote
the significance of ecological and
environmental conservation.

To c e l e b r a t e J a n e G o o d a l l’s 8 0 t h
birthday, Taiwan Tech held a concert
called “Meeting Jane” in the school’s
gymnasium at seven that evening. The
concert was organized by the well-known
music producer Lee Shou-Chuan, who
brought together singer-songwriters
Deserts Xuan, Biung, Lin Sheng Xiang and
A Cappella to light the night with a love of
nature and music.

Internati ona l conser vati onist Jane Good a l l on her
fourth visit to Taiwan Tech plants a symbolic tree of
hope to promote the idea of environmental protection,
and also obser ved the on-campus aquaponics facilit y
later on. (photo by TSUNG,CHANG-JIN)
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T

The Annual IMCE in NTUST:
Bridging Taiwanese and
Muslims through Islam's Beauty

he International Muslim Student
Association (IMSA) in the National
Taiwan University of Science and
Te chno lo gy ho lds an Inte rnatio nal
Muslim Culture Exhibition (IMCE) in
the last quarter of every year. This
exhibition event first started in November
2011, based on a proposal by IMSA to
the Office of International Affairs of
NTUST, hoping to organize this event
in order to introduce Islam's culture to
the Taiwanese community, especially
students in NTUST, as well as to increase
moral respect for each other's culture
and values through the exhibition. Each
year, the event has been arranged with
different themes. From fundamental
knowledge about Muslim culture and
faith, Muslims’ contributions to the world
of science, and Halal food, to Islamic
calligraphy, fashion, and architecture,
IMSA has displayed great variety in its
exhibitions over the past four years.
From October 6-9, 2014, IMSA organized
the fourth IMCE under the theme "Islam

is Beautiful" and invited everyone not
only to learn thoroughly about Muslim
culture but also to experience the beauty
of Islamic clothing, calligraphy, and
henna via workshops. All information
presented was fully authoritative since
the exhibition posters and items were lent
from the National Taiwan Museum. The
layout design for all of these exhibition
materials was intended to provide the
best presentation for the visitors, so
they might understand better about the
history of Islam, the pillars of Islam, and
other Muslim activities that are part of
daily life. Besides, there were booths
where the visitors could experience the
art of Muslim culture, from beautiful
and unique Islamic-style clothing to
calligraphy and henna. The visitors could
also take free pictures wearing Islamicstyle clothes, or they could have a henna
pattern drawn on their hands. Last but
not least, the visitors would also be able
to enjoy the unique taste of Halal foods
from various Muslim's countries in the
world.

International Visits

Tallinn University of Technology
Visits Taiwan Tech
President Ching-Jong Liao (right) exchanges gifts with
Vice-Rector Prof. Tea Varrak (left) of Tallinn University of
Technolog y

T

Photo of (from left) an exchange student from Tallinn Tech, Vice-Rector Prof. Tea Varrak, Dean Cheng-Kang Lee, and Prof.
Mariann Lugus, the Head of the International Relations Office of Tallinn Tech

allinn University of Technology and
Taiwan Tech have built a friendly
sister-school relationship with
each other. TUT is located in Talllinn, the
capital of Estonia, and was established in
1918. Being the largest public technical
university in Estonia, Tallinn University
of Technology also has the country’s
largest faculty of management. TUT’s
Vice-Rector, Prof. Tea Varrak, and the
Head of the International Relations
Office, Prof. Mariann Lugus, were
first warmly welcomed by President
Ching-Jong Liao of Taiwan Tech, who
engaged his guests in a discussion
encouraging the building of a productive
and substantial relationship through
exploring even more opportunities for
interaction.

Next, the Dean of International
Affairs, Cheng-Kang Lee, provided
a p re s e n t a t i o n o n Ta i w a n Te c h ’s
background and achievements, to
give the guests a broader and deeper
understanding of the university.
Such visits enable our guests from
abroad to obtain first-hand knowledge
of Taiwan’s higher education system and
the possible channels for international
cooperation available. It is also easier
to discuss concrete ideas for future
academic interaction in such a face-toface format. Taiwan Tech looks forward
to continuing to build and expand its
relationship with Tallinn University of
Technology.

International Visits

Suranaree University of Technology
from Thailand Visits Taiwan Tech

O

n November 26, 2014, eight
i n te r n a t i o n a l v i s i to rs f ro m
Suranaree University of
Technology(SUT), Thailand, paid a
visit to Taiwan Tech. Previously, Dr.
Wichit Srisa-an, the Board Chairman
of SUT, had attended the graduation
ce re m o n y o f Ta i w a n Te c h i n J u n e
earlier this year, and was awarded an
Honorary Doctorate. Over the longterm, a friendly relationship has been
built between the two institutions. The
first stop of this most recent delegation
of visitors from Suranaree was the
International Building(IB), Conference
Room 204, where the President of
Taiwan Tech, Ching-Jong Liao, received
the guests in person. Vice-president
Duu-Jong Lee, Dean of the College of
Design – Professor Wei-Hwa Chiang,
and Associate Dean of the College of
Engineering – Professor Yee-Wen Yen
also joined the meeting. Both parties
then proceeded to sign a partnership
agreement, laying a cornerstone for
future academic cooperation. Their
next stop was the Taiwan Building

Technology Center (TBTC), where WeiHwa Chiang, CEO of the TBTC, personally
presented an overview of the facility,
including explanations of everything
from the detachable aluminum plates
on the outside wall to the well thoughtout design of the inner air-conditioning
system, all of which deeply impressed
the visitors.
Lastly, our guests were invited to a
banquet hosted by Taiwan Tech in the Su
Hang Restaurant. Both hosts and guests
enjoyed themselves thoroughly. This visit
allowed both parties to take a deeper
look into the higher education of Taiwan
and to elaborate on the details of future
cooperation, leading the visit to a highly
productive conclusion. Hopes are high
for further opportunities to interact and
develop a closer relationship.

President of SUT in Thailand, Dr. Prasart Suebka (left) and President
of NTUST, Ching-Jong Liao (right) Signing Partnership Agreement.

Dean of the College of Design, Professor Wei-Hwa Chiang(fourth from the right) with the 8
international guests after touring the TBTC.

Outstanding performance

Dr. Kuo-Hsin Yang has been
awarded "the Young IGS Member
Achievement Award" from
International Geosynthetics Society

Taiwan Tech Wins Google Little Box
Challenge Research Grant

C

ongratulations!! Dr. Kuo-Hsin Yang
has been awarded" the Young IGS
Member Achievement Award" from
International Geosynthetics Society for
his contributions to research in the area
of GRS structures and his education
and dedication through service and
participation to the IGS. Dr. Yang was
invited to accept the award in the IGS
Award Cerem

G

oogle and the IEEE Power
Electronics Society are jointly
sponsoring The Little Box
Challenge Award Program, in order
to provide funding for “proposals for
groundbreaking research in the area of
increasing the power density of DC-to-AC
power conversion.” Over 100 proposals
h a ve b e e n s u b m i t te d f ro m a ro u n d
the world, and the list of those that
will receive funding has recently been
announced.
Taiwan Tech reports that a team of
three students from its Department of
Electronic and Computer Engineering—
Chen Ming-jeng, Chen Li-jung, and Chou
Jeng-yan---is one of only ten teams in
the world, and the only team from Asia
and Taiwan, to be awarded a Little Box
Challenge research grant. They will
receive a subsidy of US$30,000 in support
of their proposed research project.

Chen Li-jung explains that the proposals
for this particular award are to focus on
DC-AC inverters, and the smaller the size
to which the inverter can be shrunk and
the higher the power density that can be
produced, the more likely the proposal
would be selected for a research grant.
He feels especially proud that the Taiwan
Tech team has been able to achieve
this recognition among teams from the
world’s best universities and been chosen
to receive a research grant, thus drawing
global attention to Taiwan’s power
electronics sector. The team also looks
forward to taking on the next stage of The
Little Box Challenge competition.
Central News Agency
Reported by Hsu Chih-wei/ Taipei,
December 18, 2014

Outstanding performance

Achievements of Taiwan Tech
Students in Creative Design Draw
International Attention

T

he Ministry of Education today
h e l d a n a w a rd s ce re m o n y fo r
participants in international art
and design competitions, with 58 pieces
receiving a total of NT$2,075,000 in
incentive awards.
Taiwan Tech graduate student Min Haosyang, who loves bike-riding, long ago
discovered the inconvenience of carrying
along the necessary bicycle repair tools.
So he put his design abilities to work and
adapted the principle of the rainbow pen
used by children for drawing to develop
the Tool Pen, which provides easy access
to a range of different screwdriver heads.
The design of Min Hao-syang’s Tool Pen
emphasizes portability and improved
texture to make it easy to carry and grip.
In addition, in July of this year (2014)
he went to an overseas Internet crowdsourcing website to raise funding, and
people abroad were so impressed by
the creativity of his design that they
provided US$270,000 (approximately
NT$8,100,000) in seed funding to put the
design into production.
Min Hao-syang says that he designed
the Tool Pen last year (2013), and in July

of this year (2014) he went to the most
popular Internet crowd-sourcing website,
Kickstarter, to raise funding, reaching
his original goal of US$7,000 in just four
hours. Overall, he raised US$270,000
and received 4,000 orders for the Tool
Pen, ending up selling over 6,000 of
them. Last week, the Tool Pen became
available at regular brick-and-mortar
retail outlets.

Taiwan Tech student Min Hao-syang displays his Tool Pen,
which can provide easy access to a range of screwdriver
heads. This year the design was put into production, with
over 6,000 sold in four months, bring ing in revenue of
NT$8,000,000.

Taiwan Tech Students Design
Cleanser Stamp

T

aiwan Tech students Shi Changchi, Cong Zhi-xian, and Feng Muchuen together designed the
“Cleanser Stamp,” which won a silver
medal at the 2014 International Design
Excellence Awards (IDEA) in the U.S.
and received the highest incentive award
of NT$150,000 from the Ministry of
Education.
R e c e n t l y g r a d u a t e d f ro m Ta i w a n
Tech, Shi Chang-chi says that after
seeing news reports about the spread
of enteroviruses among children, he
discovered in related information that
frequent handwashing is the best way to
prevent the transmission of the viruses.
However, young children are often not
in the habit of washing their hands, so
he designed animal-shaped cleanser
stamps filled with liquid hand soap
which would leave an animal footprint
impression in soap when stamped on
children’s hands. Rubbing the hands

together would wipe away the footprints.
Shi Chang-chi points out that using the
animal-shaped stamps to stamp animal
footprints on children’s hands seems
like a game to them, while also achieving
the goal of getting them to wash their
hands. The Cleanser Stamp has already
b e e n g r a n t e d a p a t e n t i n Ta i w a n ,
and the designers are in talks with
manufacturers in Taiwan and abroad in
hopes of bringing the stamps to market
in the middle of next year (2015) at the
earliest.
Central News Agency
Reported by Hsu Chih-wei/ Taipei,
December 16, 2014

Outstanding performance

Taiwan Tech Recruits Top-Level Skills
Talent with Custom-Made Degree
Program
Ta i w a n Te c h h a s d e v e l o p e d t h e A p p l i e d S c i e n c e a n d
Technolog y bachelor’s degree program to provide customdesigned tra ining for student s w ith top-level ski l l s ta lent.
Pictured (from the left) are Hsu Chih-kun, Liao Yi-xin, and Li
Shao-min, three students who have greatly benefited from the
program. (Photo by Chen Rwei-yuan)

A

number of students who have won
at the national and international
levels in skills competitions have
been directly recruited by technical
universities, only to discover that they are
not able to keep up with the course work.
Taiwan Tech is the first university to have
designed a bachelor’s degree program in
Applied Science and Technology suited
specifically to the needs and talents of
these students, providing study abroad
and internship opportunities to help
them develop into international-level
skilled crafts personnel. Taiwan Tech
President Liao Ching-Jong explained
that the university one year accepted
40 vocational high school students who
had earned top-level recognition in
skills competitions across a number of
fields, such as mechanics, electronics,
designing molds, and hairdressing.
However, in spite of their outstanding
skills, they had difficulty keeping up with
university course work. In response to
this situation, seeking to provide the

best possible environment for these
students to develop their talents, a year
and a half ago, the university initiated the
bachelor’s degree program in Applied
Science and Technology.
Prof. Lee Wei-chen, Director of the
A p p l i e d S c i e n c e a n d Te c h n o l o g y
P ro g ra m , s a i d t h a t e a c h ye a r t h e
program chooses 10 to 20 students
with top-level skills who are allowed to
study in the university’s interdisciplinary
study program for their freshman and
sophomore years and then apply to the
Applied Science and Technology Program
in their third year. After completing the
program’s requirement of 50 credits,
they will receive their diplomas. For the
average university student, about half of
their graduation credits are in required
courses, but in the Applied Science and
Technology program, only a quarter of
the credits are in required courses, with
the remainder devoted to professional
skills training.

Professor Lee Wei-chen explained
that the content of the study program
is individually designed to suit the
p a r t i c u l a r n e e d s o f e a c h st u d e n t ,
arranging internships in the area of the
student’s special expertise, with advisors
from both the university and industry
who work closely together to develop the
student’s skills. Students are also given
the opportunity to participate in student
exchange programs abroad to develop
their international outlook.
Sophomore student Liao Yi-xin won
second place in a national hairdressing
competition. Taiwan Tech is working with
Canmeng Aveda to enable Ms. Liao to
participate in the Canmeng Institute’s
training program for hairstylists. She
is now receiving 10 months of intensive
training that includes instruction,
practice, and internship work in the
same program. In the future, she will go
to Canmeng’s U.S. branch for a further
internship and has already signed an
agreement to work for the company upon
her graduation.
Senior student Hsu Chih-kun won first
place in the electronics section of a
national skills competition, and this
year he has been to Aachen University
of Applied Sciences in Germany, where
he participated in a project in the

university’s robotics laboratory. Hsu
Chih-kun said that working together with
students from many different countries,
he has certainly gained a lot in many
ways. He has already been accepted
for graduate study in computer science
and information engineering at National
Cheng Kung University and hopes to start
his own business in the future.
Another student in the Applied Science
and Technology Program, Li Shao-min,
won a bronze medal in 2011 in the mold
production section of an international
skills competition. Now a senior, he
has previously served an internship in
the molding division of Hon Hai, and
during summer vacation he traveled to
New Zealand, where he took part in an
electric-powered vehicle project at Otago
Polytechnic.
Li Shao-min said that his time in
New Zealand strengthened his self
confidence, and he is now working on
his English in preparation for advanced
study abroad.
United Daily News
Reported by Chen Chih-hua/ Taipei/
December 26, 2014
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